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Scope:
SUMMARY

This special, announced inspection was performed at the Shearon Harris nuclear
plant to examine the implementation of. the licensee's motor-operated valve
(MOV) program to meet commitments in response to Generic Letter (GL) 89-10,
"Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The
inspectors utilized the guidance provided in Temporary Instruction
(TI) 2515/109 (Part 2), "Inspection Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10,
Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." As delineated
in Part 2 of TI 2515/109, this inspection was the initial review of the
Licensee's HOV program implementation in response to GL 89-10.

The inspectors reviewed in detail six HOVs including selected portions of
design calculations, test packages, and diagnostic signature traces. The
inspectors also reviewed followup issues from the previous NRC inspection of
the HOV program (TI 2515/109, Part 1) conducted in April 1992, and documented
in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-400/92-06.
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Results:

One Inspector Followup Item (IFI) was identified.

IFI 50-400/93-13-01 was opened to identify the followup of the actions
taken by the licensee to address the potential for pressure locking and
thermal binding of gate valves at Harris. (Paragraph 2.7)

Concerns

The inspectors noted that the licensee's extrapolation of test data does
not have formal documentation specifications and does not include
equipment inaccuracy. (Paragraph 2.3)

The inspectors identified instances where the licensee's evaluation of
HOV operability, when it was determined that modification of the HOV was
appropriate, was generic and not based on valve-specific considerations.
(Paragraph 2.3)

~Stree ths:

The licensee has completed a significant amount of HOV dynamic testing
under its GL 89-10 program, evaluated the test data, and incorporated
test information into its MOV sizing and setting calculations.
(Paragraph 2.3)

Licensee personnel are knowledgeable in the areas of HOV performance and
diagnostic analysis. The inspectors considered the licensee personnel
to have a sense of ownership of the program. Licensee personnel are
involved extensively in the industry efforts to resolve the MOV issue.
(Paragraph 2.3)

The licensee has been active in performing corrective action to ensure
the design-basis capability of its MOVs and trending HOV problems.
(Paragraph 2.5)



REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

*J. Cribb, Manager, gC Nuclear Assessment
*H. K. Hamby, Manager, Regulatory Compliance
*W. T. Helms, Project Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*D. E. Kanning, Senior Specialist, Component Engineering
*L. Lee, Nuclear Engineering
*S. Mabe, Project Engineer, Nuclear Assessment
*D. C. HcCarthy, Manager, Regulatory Affairs
*H. HcDaniel, Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*J. HcKay, Manager, Engineering/Technical Support Assessment
*T. Morton, Manager, Maintenance
"A. J. Redpath, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*W. R. Robinson, General Manager, Harris Plant
*L. Rowell, Hanager, Licensing
*J. Turner, Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*R. B. Van Metre, Manager, Harris Engineering Support
*H. Verrilli, Specialist, Regulatory Compliance
*H. Worth, Nuclear Engineering
*G. Young, Harris Site'HOV Coordinator
*R. Zula, Hanager, Component Engineering

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel.

NRC Resident Ins ectors

*J. E. Tedrow, SRI

*Denotes personnel that attended the exit meeting.

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

GENERIC LETTER (GL) 89-10 "SAFETY-RELATED MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE [MOV]
TESTING AND SURVEILLANCE" (2515/109)

On June 28, 1989, the NRC issued GL 89-10, which requested licensees and
construction permit holders to establish a program to ensure that switch
settings for safety-related HOVs were selected, set, and maintained
properly. Subsequently, five supplements to the GL have been issued and
one issued for comment. NRC inspections of licensee actions
implementing commitments to GL 89-10 and its supplements have been
conducted based on guidance provided in Temporary Instruction (TI)
2515/109, "Inspection Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10,
Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance."
TI 2515/109 is divided into Part 1, "Program Review," and Part 2,
"Verification of Program Implementation."

The TI 2515/109 Part 1 program'review was conducted on April 6-10,
1992, and is documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-400/92-06.



The principal focus of this inspection was to select and review in depth
several MOVs from the 116 safety-related HOVs within the GL 89-10
program at Harris. The selection was based on an information matrix
provided at the request of the inspectors. The selection was made to
sample various systems, valve sizes, and differential pressure
conditions, to the extent practicable.

For the HOVs selected, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's Motor
Operated Valve Plant Program Procedure PLP-112 (Revision 1, dated
Harch 18, 1992); piping and instrumentation drawings; the design-basis
calculation results of the expected differential pressure; the sizing
and switch setting calculation; the diagnostic test data package; and
the diagnostic traces using VOTES 2.3 software.

The following HOVs were selected for review:

1CS-235 Normal Charging Upstream Isolation Valve

1CS-745 Charging Pump A to RWST Isolation Valve

1CT-95 Containment Spray Pump 1B Discharge Valve

IRH-63 RHR to CSIP Suction

1SI-327 LHSI Train B to Hot Leg Crossover Isolation Valve

1SI-341 LHSI Train B to Cold Leg Containment Isolation Valve

Five of the HOVs reviewed were gate valves and one MOV was a globe
valve. These HOVs were configured as shown below:

Valve No. Actuator Closure Control* Valve Size

1CS-235
1CS-745
1CT-95
IRH-63
1SI-327
1SI-341

SB-00
SHB-00
SHB-00
SHB-00
SHB-1
SB-2

Limit
Torque
Torque
Torque
Torque
Torque

3 in. Gate
2 in. Globe
6 in. Gate
8 in. Gate
10 in. Gate
10 in. Gate

* Torque switch for safety-related MOVs bypassed under accident
conditions.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's implementation of its MOV
program appeared to address adequately the GL 89-10 recommendations and
the licensee's commitments to the generic letter. Overall, the
inspectors found that, based on the HOVs sampled, the licensee is
implementing an effective program in response to GL 89-10 that is
ensuring the design-basis capability of MOVs at the Harris facility.



2. 1 Desi n-Basis Reviews

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's design-basis to determine and
verify its adequacy for the six sampled HOVs examined during this
inspection. In addition, the recommended action "a" of GL 89-10 that
requested the maximum differential pressure and flow expected for both
normal and abnormal (accident) conditions was examined.'hese follow-up
reviews were performed to determine if changes were implemented after
the first NRC HOV GL 89-10 Part 1 inspection conducted April 1992.
During that inspection, the licensee's design-basis documentation and
the electrical calculations for degraded voltage were reviewed. The
inspectors concluded that the design-basis was adequately addressed to
be consistent with recommendations in GL 89-10.

During this inspection the inspectors reviewed the licensee's
calculations for determining design-basis differential pressure and flow
conditions, design temperature, and other design parameters for each HOV
selected for review. The degraded grid calculations were reviewed to
ensure that the lowest motor terminal voltage commensurate with design-
basis conditions was factored into the HOV electrical calculations. The
following design-basis documentation was reviewed for the six HOVs:

Valve 1SI-341

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package SI-0022 dated
February 23, 1992.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
SI-341.

Emergency Operating Procedure, EOP-EPP-011, Transfer Between
Cold Leg and Hot Leg Recirculation.

Simplified Flow Diagram, CPL-2165-S-1310, Sheet 3, Safety
Injection System.

Vendor Manual, RHR Pump Technical Manual, BJH, Volume 4.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 104, Safety Injection System.

Valve 1SI-327

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package SI-0039 dated
April 23, 1993.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
SI-327.

Emergency Operation Procedure, EOP-EPP-013, LOCA Outside
Containment.

Simplified Flow Diagram, CPL-2165-S-1310, Sheet 3, Safety



Valve

Injecti on.

Vendor Manual, RHR Pump Technical Manual, BJH, Volume 4.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 104, Safety Injection System.

1RH-63

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package RH-0017 dated
April 13, 1992.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
RH-63.

Emergency Operating Procedure, EOP-EPP-010, Transfer to Cold
Leg Circulation.

Simplified Flow Diagrams, CPL-2165-S-1324, Residual Heat
Removal System and CPL-2165-S-1305, Chemical and Volume
Control System.

Vendor Manual, RHR Pump Technical Manual, BJH, Volume 4.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 105, Residual Heat Removal
System.

Valve 1CS-745

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package CS-0020 dated
October 9, 1992.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
CS-745.

Emergency Operating Procedure, EOP User
Guide.'implified

Flow Diagram, CPL-2165-S-1304, Sheet 2 and
CPL-2165-S-1305, Chemical 8 Volume Control System.

Vendor Manual, Technical Manual ISP, Volume 2.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 104, Safety Injection System.

Valve 1CS-235

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package CS-0013 dated
March 19, 1992.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
CS-235.

Emergency Operating Procedure, EOP-EPP-008, SI Termination.



Simplified Flow Diagram, CPL-2165-S-1305, Chemical E Volume
Control System.

Vendor Manual, Charging/Safety Injection Pump.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 104, Safety Injection System.

Valve 1CT-95

Mechanical Analysis and Calculation Package CS-0052 dated
June 2, 1992.

Electrical Calculation, E5-0001, Motor Output Torque for
CT-95.

Operating Surveillance Procedure, OSP-1119, Containment
Spray Operability Train B.

Simplified Flow Diagram, CPL-2165-S-0550, Containment Spray
System.

Vendor Manual, EMDRAC 1364-45715, Containment Spray Pump
Performance Curves.

Design Basis Document, DBD No. 106, Containment Spray
System.

The inspectors identified no concerns with the performance of the
design-basis review for the sampled HOVs. However, one issue concerning
pressure locking and thermal binding in gate valves has not been fully
addressed. (This issue is discussed in paragraph 2.7.) The licensee is
awaiting completion of the NRC staff's reconsideration of the need for
PWR licensees to address valve mispositioning as part of their GL 89-10
program. The inspectors concluded that the licensee has adequately
addressed the design-basis review for the MOVs except for pressure
locking and thermal binding of gate valves.

2.2 MOV Sizin and Switch Settin

The inspectors reviewed the MOV calculations that include results of
design-basis calculations of thrust and torque values, and torque
setting requirements.

The inspectors discussed with licensee personnel the process for sizing
HOVs and setting the switches. The licensee was using the Limitorque
standard equation and design information to calculate the minimum thrust
requirements for HOVs under degraded voltage conditions. The inspectors
did not identify any concerns with the methodology established to
predict the thrust 'and torque required to operate the sampled HOVs.

The licensee was assuming valve factors in its HOV sizing and setting
calculations that attempt to reflect test experience. In particular,





the licensee was assuming a valve factor provided by Westinghouse for
that vendor's gate valves (ranging from 0.5 to 0.75). For gate valves
supplied by other vendors, the licensee assumed a 0.4 valve factor based
on the test results at Harris.

2.3

The licensee assumed a stem friction coefficient of 0.2. This has been
shown to be conservative for most HOVs in the industry. However, the
licensee measures torque using a torque wrench at torque switch trip
under static conditions only and thus, had not determined the stem
friction coefficient under dynamic conditions. Also, the licensee had
not included a specific margin in its MOV calculations for stem
lubrication degradation that might increase the stem friction
coefficient over the lubrication interval. The licensee should
verify its stem friction coefficient assumption over the entire
lubrication interval and operating conditions.

The licensee applied its test results into its HOV calculations to
account for load sensitive behavior (rate of loading) for specific
dynamically-tested HOVs. The licensee was evaluating the amount of
margin necessary to account for load sensitive behavior appropriate for
HOVs that will only be tested statically.
Oesi n-Basis Ca abilit
The licensee had identified 116 HOVs within its GL 89-10 program at
Harris. At the time of the inspection, the licensee had dynamically
tested 56 of the 58 gate and globe valves that it considered practicable
to test under dynamic conditions. The licensee considered 19 of the 27
butterfly valves in its GL 89-10 program to be practicable to test under
dynamic conditions, but had not at this time tested these MOVs.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee test procedures, and static and
dynamic test packages for the sampled HOVs. Also, the inspectors
performed independent calculations to assess HOV capability to determine
whether the licensee assumptions were justified. Using the VOTES
diagnostic software, static and dynamic traces were also evaluated by
the inspectors. The results of this review are discussed below.

The inspectors reviewed Plant Operating Manual Engineering Periodic Test
Procedure EPT-359 (Revision 0, dated October I, 1992) for the sampled
HOVs. The inspectors noted that the licensee's test procedures did not
specify the system pressures that the test engineer should attempt to
achieve, but only describes system lineup. The licensee should consider
whether providing system pressures would assist the test engineer in
ensuring an acceptable test.

The inspectors reviewed the GL 89-10 test packages for the selected
HOVs. In Technical Support Management Manual Procedure THH-406
(Revision 2, dated October I, 1992), "Analysis & Trending of MOV
Performance," the licensee required that test acceptance criteria be met
to verify that the tested MOV will perform its safety function under
design-basis conditions prior to returning the HOV to service. For MOVs



tested at less than design-basis differential pressure and flow
conditions, the licensee linearly extrapolates the thrust required to
overcome differential pressure to design-basis conditions. The licensee
should be able to justify its linear extrapolation as part of its GL 89-
10 program.

The licensee required that the extrapolation calculation be attached to
the test acceptance criteria checklist with an independent engineering
review of the completed test acceptance criteria and extrapolation
calculation. However, the licensee did not have specific documentation
instructions for the calculation. The licensee also did not include
equipment inaccuracy in its calculation of the apparent valve factor
from the dynamic test data for use in determining the projected thrust
required to operate the valve under design-basis conditions.

The inspectors discussed the lack of formal documentation of the
extrapolation calculation and the exclusion of equipment inaccuracy in
that calculation with the licensee. The licensee indicated that it
planned to formalize the documentation of its extrapolation calculation.
The licensee also asserted that its method of establishing the minimum
required thrust by summing diagnostic equipment inaccuracies and torque
switch repeatability (rather than using the square root of the sum of
the squares of these unbiased uncertainties) compensates for the
omission of equipment inaccuracy in its extrapolation calculation.
Although the licensee's valve factor was slightly lower as a result of
not considering equipment inaccuracy, the inspectors did not identify
any concerns with the design-basis operability of the sampled HOVs when
including equipment inaccuracy in the extrapolation of test data. The
licensee should ensure that its extrapolation method does not
underestimate design-basis thrust requirements for all MOVs.

Before returning tested HOVs to service, the licensee reconciles the
test data with its assumptions in the HOV sizing and setting
calculations as described in Technical Support Management Manual
Procedure, THM-406, "Analysis & Trending of MOV Performance." Among
the assumptions evaluated were valve factor, stem friction coefficient
and load sensitive behavior. The licensee's determination of this test
information for the sampled gate valves is listed in Appendix A to this
report. The licensee modified its MOV sizing and setting calculations
to reflect the test data for each HOV. The licensee stated that similar
HOVs in parallel trains were dynamically tested during the same outage.
This eliminated concerns about the operability of parallel train HOVs
when test results reveal that the thrust required to operate a tested
valve is greater than assumed in the MOV calculations.

The inspectors performed a detailed review of diagnostic traces using
the VOTES 2.3 software for each of the six HOVs selected. The
inspectors noted minor discrepancies. On a dynamic thrust trace for HOV
1CS-745, the final thrust value (Event Hark C16) was approximately 2%



2.4

(200 lbs) outside the calibration range. Also, the event mark Cll (hard
seat contact) appeared to be indicated prior to the actual occurrence on
the dynamic thrust trace for HOV ISI-327.

The inspectors found that the licensee personnel were knowledgeable and
highly skilled in the proper use of the diagnostic software. Licensee
personnel are also involved to a significant degree in the industry
efforts to improve MOV performance. The inspectors considered the
knowledge and skill of the licensee personnel to be a strength.

Several HOVs were modified as a result of test results or calculational
analysis. The licensee prepares an Adverse Condition Report (ACR) to
evaluate operability at the time that it determines that a modification
was appropriate. However, the inspectors found in some instances that
the evaluation was generic and not valve specific. For example, in
response to Modification Package PCR-6393, the licensee prepared ACR
892-224 to evaluate the operability of Equipment Drain HOVs IED-94 and
95 generically by relying on the conclusion that underprediction of
thrust requirements by valve vendors constitutes new information. The
inspectors did not identify any instances where they questioned the
licensee's determination of the operability of the HOV before it was
modified. However, some HOVs were marginal in their capability before
the modification. The inspectors considered the use of generic
operability evaluation to be a concern because, where an HOV that will
be modified was not capable of performing its safety function, the
technical specifications and regulatory requirements (such as reporting
provisions) might not be met. In response to the inspectors'oncern,
the licensee indicated that it would not rely on the generic evaluation
where it determined that an HOV was incapable of performing its safety-
function. The licensee stated that it would follow appropriate
requirements of its plant technical specifications and the NRC
regulations.

Periodic Verification of MOV Ca abilit
Recommended action "d" of the generic letter requests the preparation or
revision of procedures to ensure that adequate MOV switch settings are
determined and maintained throughout the life of the plant. Section "j"
of the generic letter recommends surveillance to confirm the adequacy of
the settings. The interval of the surveillance was to be based on the
safety importance of the HOV as well as its maintenance and performance
history, but was recommended not to exceed five years or three refueling
outages. Further, GL 89-10 recommended that the capability of the HOV
be verified if the HOV was replaced, modified, or overhauled to an
extent that the existing test results are not representative of the MOV.

The licensee has not completed its planned method for the periodic
verification of the design-basis capability of its GL 89-10 HOVs.
However, the inspectors did review the preventive maintenance (PH)
program and procedure for the periodic verification of HOVs. The PH
program uses the Automated Maintenance Management System (AMMS) database
for scheduling periodic PM activities. Preventive Haintenance
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2.5

Procedure, PM I0043, Revision I, "Motor Operated Valve Testing &
Calibration" was developed to provide for the periodic verification of
the torque switch setting. The inspectors verified that PH I0043 was
already scheduled (or in the process) for each of the sampled HOVs. The
licensee's intentions are to schedule PM I0043 for the HOVs on a five
year period. The licensee is waiting for the results from EPRI to
determine their course of action concerning retesting using static or
differential pressure. The staff will review the licensee's
justification for its selected method of periodically verifying MOV

design-basis capability during a future inspection. The inspectors did
not identify any concerns regarding the periodic verification of HOVs.

MOV Failures Corrective Actions and Trendin

Recommended action "h" of the generic letter requests that licensees
analyze and justify each HOV failure and corrective action. The
documentation should include the results and history of each as-found
deteriorated condition, malfunction, test, inspection, analysis, repair,
or alteration. All documentation should be retained and reported in

„ accordance with plant requirements. It is also suggested that the
material be periodically examined (every two years or after each
refueling outage after program implementation) as part of the monitoring
and feedback effort to establish trends of HOV operability.

The inspectors reviewed Corrective Maintenance Procedure, CH-P0001,
"Postmaintenance Testing Requirements for Limitorque Motor Operated
Valves," to determine the testing criteria. In CH-P0001, Table 3
contains a list of the specific tests required for each type of
corrective maintenance. The post maintenance tests vary from functional
valve stroking to a full differential pressure test. The inspectors
concluded that CH-P0001 provides adequate post maintenance testing
requirements for the HOVs.

The licensee has recently implemented a trending program for the MOVs
that will include HOVs from all three CP&L sites. The Technical Support
Management Manual Procedure, THH-406, complies with trending as
recommended in GL 89-10 and defines the methods of analysis and trending
for MOV diagnostic, preventive, and corrective maintenance. The
inspectors also reviewed the licensee's second annual "HOV Annual
Failure Trending Report" dated Hay 22, 1993, from Plant Technical
Support Unit (engineering) and the HOV Coordinator. There were four MOV

failures in 1992. However, the licensee's trending effort also includes
various MOV failures during the period of 1987 through 1991. The
inspectors concluded that the licensee's program to address HOV

failures, corrective actions, and trending meets the intent in
GL 89-10.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's assessment of the HOV program to
determine gA involvement. The assessment was conducted by Harris
Project Assessment Section (formerly gA) at the request of the HOV group
in the Plant Technical Support Unit. Assessment Report H-ES-92-02,
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"Assessment of the HNP HOV Program," dated Harch 23, 1992, identified
issues that needed to be addressed to meet the commitments to GL 89-10.
The following items were identified and corrected:

The design-basis D/P and flow testing procedures needed upgrading
to provide adequate test description.

No periodic verification procedures have been developed.

The HOV failures are not categorized to allow trending across
plant systems.

When the "old style" torque switches were replaced, several
limiter. plates for the "new style" were not available and were
not installed.

Refresher and/or periodic retraining for personnel using the VOTES
diagnostic equipment has not been implemented.

The stem lubrication frequency period has been exceeded for
several HOVs.

„
The inspectors reviewed the assessment report to determine gA
involvement in the MOV program and concluded that the licensee's self
assessment program for GL 89-10 is adequate.

Schedule

In GL 89-10, the NRC staff requested that licensees complete all design-
basis reviews, analyses, verifications, tests, and inspections that were
initiated in order to satisfy the generic letter recommendations by
June 28, 1994, or three refueling outages after December 28, 1989,
whichever is later.

The licensee's commitment to GL 89-10 requires that all HOVs within the
scope of its GL 89-10 program be tested with their design-basis
capability verified by June 1994. The licensee's schedule indicated
that this commitment will be met. Approximately 21 MOVs remain to be
dynamically tested during Refueling Outage 5, which is scheduled to
begin in May 1994.

2.7 Pressure Lockin and Thermal Bindin

The Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) has
completed a study of pressure locking and thermal binding of gate
valves. AEOD concluded in its report that licensees have not taken
sufficient action to provide assurance that pressure locking and thermal
binding will not prevent a gate valve from performing its safety
function. The NRC regulations require that licensees design safety-
related systems to provide assurance that those systems can perform
their safety functions. In GL 89-10, the staff requested licensees to
review the design basis of their safety-related MOVs.
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2.8

The licensee provided documentation of its past evaluation of the
potential for pressure locking and thermal binding of gate valves
performed in 1985. The inspectors considered the licensee's evaluation
to be out-of-date in light of recent studies and industry experience.
The licensee's response to .pressure locking and thermal binding is
assigned as IFI 50-400/93-13-01, Consideration of Pressure Locking and
Thermal Binding of Gate Valves.

Followu of Concerns Enumerated in the Part 1 Re ort

The inspectors reviewed the six concerns raised in the inspection of the
development of the GL 89-10 program at Harris using Part 1 of TI
2515/109. The licensee has addressed Concern 1 on differential pressure
testing by testing a significant percentage of its HOVs and evaluating
those that could not be tested for various reasons. The inspectors
reviewed the nontestable valve list and the documented reasons that
prevented testing; and concurred with the licensee's determination of
testability of program HOVs.

Concern 2 related to the consideration of rate of loading (ROL) and its
effects on HOV sizing and thrust calculations. Discussions with
licensee representatives regarding ROL or "Load Sensitive Behavior"
indicated that their testing results found the ROL to yield both
positive and negative effects on the thrust values. The licensee is
evaluating each valve individually during the reconciliation evaluation
of valve test data and is examining methods for applying ROL margin to
valves that cannot be tested. These actions appear to meet the intent
of the recommendations of GL 89-10.

Concern 3 related to the method of periodic testing that will
demonstrate MOV capability to perform its intended function under design
basis conditions. The licensee is currently awaiting the results and
recommendations of the EPRI HOV Performance Prediction Program.

Concern 4 related to the need for strengthening of procedures to include
provisions for documenting the as-found testing results prior to
periodic maintenance to verify HOV calculation assumptions during the
retesting of HOVs as part of its GL 89-10 program. Additionally, the
procedures were revised to include an operability evaluation and a data
base as a source of HOV setpoint information during the performance of
testing. As discussed previously, the inspectors reviewed the licensee s
use of the procedures with the revisions incorporated and verified that
the procedures now meet the needs identified in Concern 4.

Concern 5 related to the mispositioning of MOVs for PWRs. The licensee
has taken exception to this recommendation and is awaiting the NRC
reconsideration of the matter. However, HOV testing is being performed
in both directions against maximum differential pressure.

Concern 6 related to power factor assumptions by incorporating the
Limitorque-recommended values for power factor in its degraded voltage
calculations. The licensee was using a 0.4 power factor for locked rotor
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calculations in determining motor torque at reduced voltages.
Limitorque has now provided specific PFs for each unique motor design
and new electrical calculations have been performed. .The new calculated
torque values are being considered during the reconciliation evaluation
for each valve tested. These actions appear adequate to address the
concern regarding the use of an appropriate power factor.

No violations were identified.

EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on August 13, 1993,
with those persons indicated in paragraph l. The inspectors described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results.
Proprietary information is not contained in this report. No dissenting
comments were received from the licensee. One inspector followup item
(IFI) was identified.

IFI 50-400/93-13-01, Consideration of Pressure Locking and Thermal
Binding of Gate Valves.

ACRONYMS

AEOD
CS

CSIP
CST
CT
EPRI
FSAR
GL
IFI
INEL
LHSI
MOV

NRC

NRR

PSID
RHR

'OL
RWST

SI
TI
VOTES

AND INITIALISMS

Office for Analysis 5, Evaluation of Operational Data
Charging System
Charging/Safety Injection Pump
Control Switch Trip
Containment Spray System
Electric Power Research Institute
Final Safety Analysis Report
Generic Letter
Inspector Followup Item
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Low Head Safety Injection
Motor Operated Valve
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Pounds Per Square Inch Differential
Residual Heat Removal System
Rate of Loading
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Safety Injection
Temporary Instruction
Valve Operation Test and Evaluation System
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APPENDIX A. SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GATE VALVE DATA

1SI-327

1SI-341

1CS-235

1RH<3

ICT-95

10"

Westinghouse

10"

Westinghouse

3%

Westinghouse

8'estinghouse

6"

Anchor Darling

136.3 psid (Open)
136.3 psid (Close)

135 psid (Open)
135 psid (Close)

2745 psid (Open)
No data (Close)

'34

psid (Open)
120 paid (Close)

229 psid (Open)
229 psid (Close)

DYNAMIC+
VALVE

FACXOR

0.68 (Open)
0.74 (Close)

0.98 (Open)
0.64 (Close)

0.39 (Open)
No Data
Close

0.31 (Open)
0.53 (Close)

0.184 (Close)
No Data
Open

SIX's
1%ICXION

COEIVICIERF

0.158 (Static)

0.130 (Static)

No Data

0.10 (Static)

0.11 (Static)

-11.0 %

2.6%

Limit
Closed

9.4%

5.7%

a Licensee did not include equipment inaccuracy in its dcternunation of dynamic valve factor.

a~ Licensee deternuned stem &iction coeflicicnt under static conditions.

ass Positive load sensitive behavior indicates percentage amount that thrust dclivcred at toatue switch trip is less under
dynamic than static conditions.


